English - Planning and Ideas

Week Commencing: 20th April 2020
Year Groups: 5
Hi Year 5!
I hope you have had a lovely Easter!
Whilst I was eating my Easter eggs, I started to think about why we eat them on Easter Sunday...I would, therefore like you to write a non-fiction
explanation text to explain why people eat Easter Eggs.
Monday
Area of
Learning

Activity

Subject: English
LC: Can you
comprehend an
explanation text?
Starter:
Spelling Shed
https://play.edshed.com/lo
gin
Main activity:
Reading Comprehension
Complete the reading
comprehension on ‘How
were Roman roads built?’
Answers are included but
make sure you don’t look
until after you have finished.

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Subject: English
LC: Can you identify the features
of an explanation text?

Subject: English
LC: Can you plan an explanation
text?

Subject: English
LC: Can you write an
explanation text?

Starter:
Spelling Shed
https://play.edshed.com/login

Starter:
Spelling Shed
https://play.edshed.com/login

Starter:
Spelling Shed
https://play.edshed.com/login

Main activity:
Children to identify the different
structural and language features used
in the explanation text.

Main activity:
Can you use the planning sheet to
record your ideas?
Think about an explanation text.
What can you remember about them?
What do they need to include?
I have included a top tip sheet for you
– you might like to ask an adult to see
how many features you can remember.

Main activity:
Using the word mat, your feature
banks from Tuesday, planning sheet
from yesterday and the explanation
text checklist below, your challenge
is to write an explanation text on
why do people eat Easter eggs?

If you have a print out of
the explanation text, you could colour
code these and make a key or tick the
boxes. For example you could colour
in all the adverbials in pink (An adverbial
is a word or phrase used like an adverb to
add detail or further information about a
verb. An adverbial could be used to
explain how, where or when something
happened.)
With your adult, talk about why this is

You might want to have a look on this
BBC website to plan your work:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/1759761
7

You might want to write this or do
it on the computer.
If you are feeling confident, you
might want to consider using
different sentence styles.
E.g A complex sentence with a
fronted subordinating clause.

Friday
Subject: English
LC: Can you self
assess your
explanation text and
improve it?
Starter:
Spelling Shed
https://play.edshed.com
/login
Main activity:
Using the self
assessment checklist,
could you mark your
own work? You could
improve it and use a
different colour.
You could share your
writing with your family
or even type it on the
computer or write it
up neatly.

an effective explanation text.
You could also make a bank of
features to help you write your own
explanation text on Thursday.
You could make a bank of
conjunctions (these signal time are used
in explanations). E.G then, next and
several months later.
You could make a bank of causal
connectives (connecting words that
explain the outcome of an action or
event).
E.G because, so and this causes.

Monday Comprehension:

Tuesday Identifying:

Wednesday planning:

Use a clear title
that indicates
what you are
writing about.

Use the first
paragraph to
introduce the
subject to the
reader.

Decide whether
to use diagrams,
charts,
illustrations or
flow charts to
help explain.

Title and
I ntroduction

Using how
or why in a
title helps.

Try to make the
title intrigue
the reader.
Why do sloths
hang about?

Thursday writing:

Checklist for Thursday and Friday

Where can I complete further work?
Twinkl – Subscription service used by schools is offering a free premium service for teachers, parents and children to use whilst schools are closed. Enter
the code UKTWINKLHELPS for access to worksheets, powerpoints and interactive games to support all areas of learning.
Classroom Secrets – Free Maths, Reading and Grammar home learning packs and interactive resources for all ages.
BBC Bitesize Primary – Free learning resources available for KS1 and KS2 across all subjects.

